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● Imagine being able to recognize the health and vibrancy of water? 

● What if caring for the water in our glass or surrounding bodies of water 
generated a deeper connection to nature and ourselves? 

● What would happen if small groups of people started caring for the energy of 
water and could actually raise the frequency of H2O with intention? 

● Could it even be possible to feel a deeper connection to wildlife and the sky? 

● Our Water Clearing Project started in 2020, but the technology, research and 
training began many years earlier. 
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What if we had the awareness that all things had mind 
body and spirit? 

Imagine looking at the world and knowing all things have 
consciousness? 

Would it change how we interacted with the world 
around us?







We are Earth Energy Practitioners  
dedicated to raising vibrational frequencies. 

Hi, I’m Ruth. On your left is Amanda, Lynn, Kerri, Susan and me on the right. 

Amanda will lead us through a water consciousness meditation. 

Kerri will discuss the vast consciousness of water. 

Lynn will describe tools used to measure the frequency of water. 

Susan will demonstrate the process of activating water.  

We invite you to join the Water Consciousness Project!  

Amanda, Lynn, Keri, Susan, Ruth 
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● Thanks for getting your free download of today’s slide presentation  
(with an overview of our tools and resources). 

● Be sure to return to our web page and tell others about our Water 
Clearing Project at: HolisticClearingSolution.com. 
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Here are the 3 Water Clearing Gifts we gave away. 

Recipients got emailed after the Water Clearing Project presentation.  

1. Gift Certificate for a “Remote Water Energizing Session” 

2. VIP Zoom Water Clearing Party” for you and your closest friends 

3. Admission to our “Onsite Water Clearing Class” 

We’ll let you know when the next outings and classes are available or call 
or email us at: +1 267-377-0088 Susan@HolisticClearingSolutions.com!



Let me introduce my 
friend Amanda Jones 
to lead us in a Water 
Meditation!



● Amanda is an Earth Energy Radiant Warrior. 

● Amanda holds certifications in Yoga, Massage, Basic life  
support, and is a Licensed Registered Nurse.  

● Over the past 15 years, she has studied and practiced various 
 Holistic Healing Modalities. 

● Amanda has dedicated her energy to learning and trusting  
the universal flow of energy evolving into light. 

● Her latest endeavor is leading yoga nature walks in the park. 
● Amanda is thrilled to have found her tribe of Holistic Conscience  

Solutions sisters and the Water Conscience Project.





Let us take this time to dive deep into 
the waters of the body and mind, 
connecting us to the vibration of the 
spirit. we can anchor inward through the 
power of the breath. 
Inviting our breath to lead us into the 
present moment. Understanding all that 
exists is right now. Allow the softness of 
water to flow through us and around us 
to bring peace, harmony, and healing.



Let me introduce my friend 
Kerri Kleinworth who is 
sharing more about the 
Conscience Of Water.



● Kerri is a lifelong lover of nature with a degree in education and 
environmental studies.  

● Kerri has worked with clean water action. 
● Kerri is well traveled in the United States visiting national parks. 

She enjoys hiking, yoga and dance. 
● For over a decade, Kerri has participated in many healing 

modalities on her own journey of self healing.  
● Kerri offers relief to others through deep tissue massage and 

shiatsu, as well as helping others find resolve in their struggles. 
● Kerri helps people tap into deeper self-awareness and love. 
● Kerri is thrilled to have found her tribe of Holistic Clearing 

Solutions sisters and the Water Consciousness Project.



H2O
● 71% of earth's surface is water. 

● The water cycle shows continuous 
movement of water within the earth 
and atmosphere. 

● Liquid water evaporates into water 
vapor then condenses to form clouds 
and precipitates back to earth, collects 
and infiltrates.  

● Versatile as it is a solid liquid and gas. 



● Water’s molecular polarity, with hydrogen 
being a positive electrical charge and 
oxygen being negative. 

● It makes a great solvent and can 
dissolve other molecules like salt (NaCI)    

● Capable of dissolving more substances 
than any other liquid.   

● Allows organisms to obtain chemicals 
from surroundings, break down food, 
grow and reproduce



● H2O makes up 70% of 
total cell mass  

● We are 62% water 

● Water breaks down 
food, carries nutrients 
around our body, and 
carries waste away. 

● Our kidneys filter out 
substances.  Water 
flushes out that stuff 
from our kidneys  



What is consciousness? 
 A Flow That Goes Through All Matter 

Let’s look at nature. 

Water is life. Its soluble nature moves across many platforms bringing chemical 
reactions we see in all that exist.  It is the carrier of nutrients necessary for life.   

Plants and trees suck up water from its roots.  The tree is the structure, the water 
giving it life.  

Water reanimates moss and microscopic organisms (rotifers) that lie dormant for 
years, as it does we may be observing consciousness inhabiting a structure.   

The moss has its genetic instructions, water brings it back to life. Water activates 
the rotifers. The water metabolizes the rotifer so it can use the sun to fuel up.  

Water - The Body Of Consciousness https://youtu.be/jhsCZkU-edU

https://youtu.be/jhsCZkU-edU


The Water Crystal Experiments 

Dr Masaru Emoto Author of the Hidden Messages In 
Water, hypothesized that human consciousness could 
affect the molecular structure of water. He demonstrated 
polluted water can be cleaned through prayer and positive 
visualization.   

He conducted experiments by freezing water then viewing 
the water crystals that formed within the first two minutes of 
defrost under a high powered microscope with a camera.   

He experimented with people thinking on the specific 
water sample as well as writing words on samples and 
playing different music.  He experimented with spring 
water, tap water and polluted water.  

Polluted Fujiwara Dam water crystals 
before and after buddist monks prayed for 
restoration. Their chanting coupled with 
intention seems to have restored the water to 
its natural harmonious geometric symmetry.



https://youtu.be/OUCvSBArn-U

Water crystal examples of words spoken to the water.

Japanese Dr Emoto’s work shows how water 
crystals respond to thoughts and intentions as 

well as spoken and written words.

https://youtu.be/OUCvSBArn-U

https://youtu.be/OUCvSBArn-U


Water crystal examples of 
words spoken to the water.

Water on rice spoken to for 30 days 



Water crystal formations of various music 



● Water is a medium of consciousness.  It holds memories.   

● If you generate a thought looking at water it will change its 
molecular structure.   

● Water responds differently to different touch from various 
people. 

The Magical Properties of Water - Memory and Consciousness by Sadhguru | The Indian Mystics

https://youtu.be/gjgGiGn6o4U


Up next is our friend Lynn Diane 
Cheiffo who is showing the tools 
we use during our water 
clearing projects to measure the 
frequency of water. 



● Lynn has always had a strong connection to subtle energies around her.  

● She is an intuitive empath and spiritual mentor with vast life experiences. 

● She  believes that through healing herself it heals the world around her and 
contributes to the collective.  

● She believes in the power of intention and co-creation. 

● Lynn has  found a group of amazing women that share in a vision of a beautiful 
pristine world. 

● Through this group we are taking action to elevate the consciousness and memory 
or water. And So Can You! 





What are the tools we are using to 
measure water?



● Pendulums have been 
used for thousands  of 
years.  

● They are widely used 
today in government and 
commercial ventures 
such as  dowsing for 
earth minerals and water. 

● You can make a 
pendulum using a string 
or a chain and any 
weighted object.



● We use a pendulum with the Bovis Biometer and the Attractor Field 
Dynamics Level of Consciousness, shown in the next slides.  

● When you are centered and connected to your higher self, you ask 
permission to dowse and ask if you should dowse. There should be no 
attachment to an outcome. 

● All knowledge, wisdom and information is readily available and using the 
pendulum as a tool can acquire that information. 



The Bovis biometer is a 
tool that measures the 

lifeforce energy of people, 
places and things.



● The Bovis Biometer measures Natural Earth Energy. 

● The Earth can create biophotons, (light particles) in the range 
of 7,000-18,000. 

● Readings 6,500 and under are in the negative energy range 
and can have a negative effect on health. 

● Above 6,500 the energy gradually becomes more positive and 
can have beneficial effects.  

● Optimally a human will be recharged with a reading of 8,500.  



● 200 is the level of courage.  

● It is in the neutral range and 
is associated with the 
emotional state of 
affirmation, with a view of 
life as Feasible. 

● Below that is in the negative 
range and above 
frequencies can reach an 
energetic frequency of 
enlightenment. 



Map Of Consciousness 

This map shows the 
emotional state and the 

view of life associated with 
the readings we dowse using 

the A. F. D. level of 
consciousness chart 



Crystals have a consciousness 
all their own.  

We dowse to see if any crystals 
can help with raising the 

consciousness of the water.  



Symbols hold energy.  

Sometimes we dowse to 
see if a protective 

symbol is needed to 
further  support the work 

we are doing. 









● This is the 528 energy card that we leave 
behind at each body of water we visit. 

● It is the love vibration that resonates at the 
heart of everything.  

● 528 can affect cellular water clusters and 
remove impurities  to prevent disease and 
sickness.  

https://www.mindvibrations.com/528-hz-dna-repair/

https://www.mindvibrations.com/528-hz-dna-repair/




Let me introduce you Susan 
Anderson who has take us 
under her wing to learn and 
embrace this water frequency 
raising technology!



● Susan helps mentor and train others in various healing modalities, 
mixed media art and jewelry design. 

● Susan, trained with Slim Spurling,  to learn techniques to remediate 
properties of distorted Earth Energies and now teaches others. 

● As a mixed media artist and jewelry designer, Susan has regular local 
art exhibits, featuring Functional Energetic Art. 

● Her latest program helps people tap into deeper self awareness and 
love of the Earth and birthed this group and the Water Clearing Project! 

● Susan is thrilled to have found her tribe of Holistic Conscience 
Solutions sisters and the Water Conscience Project.







Before and after ENERGIZING the water, check the 
energy level of the water. We do this by dowsing. 

The energetic state is determined using the Bovis Chart 
and the state of consciousness is determined using the 
Scalar Wave Chart



Orgonite Pieces used in Experiments









Tap 
Water

Energized 
Water

Experiment May 20, 2021





R-  Tap Water

L- Energized Water

May, 2021





Orgonite  
Charging Plate



Orgonite Pyramid with 
Copper Spiral





B: 3.5K  /  8K                                                         
SW: Fear/Willingness                         

B: 3.5 K  /  13.5K
SW Fear/Acceptance 

B:   3.5 K /4K
SW Fear/Desire





































Let’s circle back around and 
formally introduce Ruth Anne 
Wood who gave us a lovely 

introduction to our Water 
Clearing Project.



● Ruth has studied acupressure energy flow since 1990’s. 

● Ruth is a mentor who helps students pay attention to more synchronicities. 

● For two decades, Ruth has lectured, authored books and led workshops. 

● Ruth has been a life-long lover of nature and the great outdoors. 

● Ruth latest program helps people tap into deeper self awareness and love. 

● Ruth is thrilled to have found her tribe of Holistic Clearing Solutions sisters 
and the Water Conscience Project.





We invite you to join the Water Consciousness Project.  

We are Earth Energy Practitioners dedicated to raising vibrational frequencies. 

Thanks Amanda for leading us through a water consciousness meditation. 

Thanks Kerri for sharing with us the vast consciousness of water. 

Thanks Lynn for describing the tools we use to measure the frequency of water. 

Huge thanks for our Earth Energies teacher Susan inspiring the Water 
Consciousness Project and demonstrating the process of activating water!  



When you JOIN the Water Consciousness Project: 

● Use Earth Energy Practices to raise vibrational frequencies.  

● Connect with water consciousness.   

● Learn the tools we use to measure the frequency of water.  

● Experience the process of activating water.   

Amanda, Lynn, Keri, Susan, Ruth 



In addition to the Water Consciousness Project...  
Holistic Clearing Solutions: 

● Provides property clearing services to reduce stress on the 
people, plants and animals.  
  

● Our work redirects harmful energies away from the property.  

● We use the Emotion Code to help transform relationships and 
situations.  

● We create energy charging art called orgonite that can boost the 
frequency of your beverage, blessings, goals and intentions.   

● Currently we are doing a project to help energetically reduce 
violent crime in a few select neighborhoods in Philadelphia. 

Amanda, Lynn, Keri, Susan, Ruth 



-We gave 3 people that opted in to our site, 
HolisticClearingSolutions.com our Water Clearing Gifts. 

-These 3 people were randomly selected and emailed by the 
end of the HolisticClearingSolutions.com presentation. 

-Be sure to return to our HolisticClearingSolutions.com page. 

-If you are inspired by our Water Clearing Project or starting your 
own, tell others about our FREE download of this slide 
presentation! (with an overview of our tools and resources). 



HolisticClearingSolution.com


